**ULTRASIL LI+**
**LIQUID DENSIFIER, SEALER, AND DUSTPROOFER FOR CONCRETE**

**DESCRIPTION**

*UltraSil Li+* is a water-based lithium silicate solution used to densify, seal and dustproof concrete surfaces. *ULTRASIL LI+* penetrates and chemically reacts within the concrete surface, producing extremely hard and dense calcium silicate hydrate (CSH) in the pores. The result is concrete that is more durable, easier to clean, and more resistant to damage from water and mild chemicals. Because the product of the lithium silicate-concrete reaction is formed internally, the protection of *ULTRASIL LI+* never peels or flakes off, is unaffected by moisture, and lasts much longer than surface sealers and coatings.

**PRIMARY APPLICATIONS**

- Interior concrete floors
- Commercial and retail floors
- Diamond polishing concrete
- Warehouse floors
- Manufacturing plants
- Distribution centers
- Transportation terminals
- Institutional floors
- Health care facilities
- Clean rooms
- Mechanical rooms

**FEATURES/BENEFITS**

- Seals, densifies and dustproofs concrete in one operation
- Water-based, low VOC
- Treated concrete is more dense and durable
- Permanent treatment that never peels off
- Makes concrete easier to maintain
- Can contribute to LEED points (EQ Credit 4.2)

**TECHNICAL INFORMATION**

**Typical Engineering Data**

The following are typical values obtained under laboratory conditions. Expect reasonable variation under field conditions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>Clear, thin liquid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPECIFIC GRAVITY</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pH</td>
<td>11.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENSITY</td>
<td>9.2 lb/gal (1.1 kg/L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOLIDS/ACTIVE CONTENT</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VOC CONTENT</td>
<td>≤5 g/L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FREEZE POINT</td>
<td>32°F (0°C)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**PACKAGING**

*ULTRASIL LI+* is packaged in 55 gal (208 L) drums and 5 gal (18.9 L) pails.

**SHELF LIFE**

2 years in original, unopened container

**COVERAGE**

1 gallon (3.8 L) of *ULTRASIL LI+* will cover from 250 to 800 ft² (23 to 74 m²) of concrete depending upon the texture and porosity of the surface.
**WARRANTY:** The Euclid Chemical Company ("Euclid") solely and expressly warrants that its products shall be free from defects in materials and workmanship for one (1) year from the date of purchase. Unless authorized in writing by an officer of Euclid, no other representations or statements made by Euclid or its representatives, in writing or orally, shall alter this warranty. EUCLID MAKES NO WARRANTIES, IMPLIED OR OTHERWISE, AS TO THE MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR ORDINARY OR PARTICULAR PURPOSES OF ITS PRODUCTS AND EXCLUDES THE SAME. If any Euclid product fails to conform with this warranty, Euclid will replace the product at no cost to Buyer. Replacement of any product shall be the sole and exclusive remedy available and Buyer shall have no claim for incidental or consequential damages. Any warranty claim must be made within one (1) year from the date of the claimed breach. Euclid does not authorize anyone on its behalf to make any written or oral statements which in any way alter Euclid’s installation information or instructions in its product literature or on its packaging labels. Any installation of Euclid products which fails to conform with such installation information or instructions shall void this warranty. Product demonstrations, if any, are done for illustrative purposes only and do not constitute a warranty or warranty alteration of any kind. Buyer shall be solely responsible for determining the suitability of Euclid’s products for the Buyer’s intended purposes.

**Directions for Use**

ULTRASIL LI+ should be used directly from the container and requires no dilution or pre-mixing.

**Surface Preparation (New Concrete):** Cure the concrete by a wet or sheet cure method in accordance with ASTM C171, or with a curing compound that meets the requirements of ASTM C309. Euclid Chemical’s dissipating curing compound KUREZ DR VOX is recommended. To maximize strength and other physical properties of the concrete slab, new concrete should cure seven days or longer before application of ULTRASIL LI+. For fast track projects, the cure time may be reduced at the discretion of the project engineer. If a curing compound is used, it must be completely removed before application of ULTRASIL LI+. Surfaces to be treated with ULTRASIL LI+ must be clean, dry and absorbent.

**Surface Preparation (Existing/Older Concrete):** Concrete must be clean and free of any materials that could prevent penetration of ULTRASIL LI+, such as curing compounds or cure & seals, paints, coatings, dirt/oil, waxes, etc. If necessary, use EUCO CLEAN & STRIP to remove these contaminants before applying ULTRASIL LI+.

**Application (New or Old Concrete):** Air temperature during application must be between 35°F and 100°F (2°C and 38°C) for proper chemical reaction of the ULTRASIL LI+. Apply a single coat of ULTRASIL LI+ using a low pressure sprayer equipped with a 0.5 gal/min (1.9 L/min) spray tip. Apply at a coverage rate that results in a uniformly wet surface without puddles. While ULTRASIL LI+ is still wet, use a soft-bristle broom or microfiber pad to redistribute and evenly spread out the material. Do not continue to brush or spread out ULTRASIL LI+ once the product begins to dry. Keep the floor wet with ULTRASIL LI+ for 5-10 minutes. Do not allow excess ULTRASIL LI+ to puddle and dry on the floor. This may result in a white residue that must be removed immediately with scrubbing. If immediate surface sheen is desired, dry buff or burnish the floor with a polishing pad appropriate for the desired end gloss result.

**Floor Joints:** If the floor joints are to be filled after ULTRASIL LI+ has been applied, they must be thoroughly cleaned before installation of joint filler. Cleaning joints by circular concrete saw or a grinder equipped with a wire wheel is recommended.

**Clean-Up**

Clean brushes, tools, equipment and flush sprayer with potable water immediately after use.

**Precautions/Limitations**

- Protect ULTRASIL LI+ from freezing. In the event of freezing, thaw and stir or agitate before using.
- Protect metal, glass, wood, paint or brick from contact with ULTRASIL LI+. If accidently oversprayed on these surfaces, wash surface with clean water immediately.
- If added abrasion resistance is required in new construction, consider the use of a dry shake floor hardener, such as SURFLEX, EUCO-PLATE HD, or DIAMOND-PLATE.
- Allow the product to dry 4 to 6 hours at 70°F (21°C) before exposure to foot traffic or rain.
- In all cases, consult the Safety Data Sheet before use.